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HELLO SEPTEMBER!
September Is…
• National Piano Month
• National Potato Month
• National Chicken Month
• National Biscuit Month
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Voted Best Auto Repair in Sarpy County!
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THESE WORDS GOT
ALL FUMBLED UP!

Manager’s Minute
September is Healthy Aging Month, a national health initiative developed to help
individuals think more positively about growing older.


“In this auto market, fixing up a car
is less expensive than even buying a
used vehicle. Yeck’s expertly made
sure that all the important safety and
performance issues were repaired/
replaced. This is why I continue to
service my vehicles exclusively at
Yeck’s in Bellevue.” - Eric Z., Bellevue

Clients of the Month
DAN & DEBBIE IIAMS
“We think you are AWESOME!”
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September Days & Dates…
9/5
9/11
9/11
9/17
9/21
9/22

Labor Day
Grandparents Day
Patriot Day
Constitution Day
Peace Day
First Day of Autumn

So why not do the same for your car? It’s a lot like you…

THANK YOU!

REFERRALS
A REFERRAL IS THE GREATEST
COMPLIMENT YOU CAN GIVE US!
Micky M.
Ann C.
Robert S.
Frank G.

Josh K.
Sue S.
Laura S.
Kim G.

WE COULD NOT DO IT WITHOUT YOU!

Go by the book – Get regular check-ups and make necessary “repairs” promptly.
Use the right stuff – Only put in what meets specifications; not doing so could result in
damage leading to expensive repairs or worse…
Know what to look for – Problems can arise at any time and for inexplicable reasons. Know
the warning signs.
Keep it clean – Do I really need to say more?
Seek out quality people – People you can develop a relationship with and trust; people
that will get to know you, take care of you, and stand behind everything they do.
So, you see, your car is a lot like you…
See You Soon!

-Mark

HERE’S WHY WE CELEBRATE LABOR DAY...
The modern holiday is widely traced back to an organized parade in New York City in
1882. Union leaders had called for what they had labeled a “monster labor festival”
on Tuesday, Sept. 5, according to Linda Stinson, a former historian for the Department
of Labor. Initially that morning, few people showed up, and organizers worried that
workers had been reluctant to surrender a day’s pay to join the rally. But soon the
crowds began flowing in from across the city, and by the end of the day some 10,000
people had marched in the parade & joined festivities afterward in what the press
dubbed “a day of the people.”
When did it become an official holiday? The practice of holding annual festivities to
celebrate workers spread across the country, but Labor Day
didn’t become a national holiday for more than a
decade. Oregon became the first state to declare
it a holiday in 1887. Under President
Grover Cleveland, and amid growing
awareness of the labor movement,
the first Monday in September
became a national holiday in 1896.

SEPTEMBER IS NATIONAL POTATO MONTH
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FALL IS AURORA SEASON
Sky watchers in the northern hemisphere look forward to autumn each year. That’s
because autumn is “aurora season” there, according to NASA. Both spring and
autumn are good times for observing auroras, but autumn is special because the
nights are getting longer. The evening temps are pleasant and the auroras usually
don’t disappoint. Autumn produces a boon of geomagnetic storms - about twice
the annual average. When the Earth’s magnetic field vibrates in response to solar
wind gusts, auroras are the result. These gusts produce the geomagnetic storms
that give us the gorgeous auroras.
Source: SpaceWeatherArchive.com

7 FALL DRIVING SAFETY TIPS
Fall is a time for hayrides, leaf raking & pumpkin picking. It’s also a time
when road & weather conditions make getting there a little tougher.
Stay safe on the road this season with these smart driving tips.
1. Don’t brake on leaves. Wet leaves can be as slippery as ice. Drive slowly through them & avoid hard braking.
2. Avoid sun glare. Near the autumnal equinox, the time right after sunrise & before sunset can make for more difficult driving due to sun glare. Grab a good pair of
sunglasses & keep your windshield clean.
3. Use your rain smarts. When it’s raining, be sure to maintain a safe distance from the car in front of you. Use your low beams (never high beams) in fog conditions.
4. Be careful on bridges. Morning frost can leave icy patches on bridges, overpasses & shaded spots on the road. Slow down.
5. Adjust your eyes. We lose 1 to 2 minutes of daylight daily after the autumnal equinox. Give your eyes time to adjust to the dark.
6. Watch out for deer. Autumn marks the beginning of deer breeding season. Be extra watchful when driving near woods or deer crossing signs.
7. Make sure your vehicle is up to the task. That means you should check your tire pressure, replace your windshield wipers & adjust your headlights.

GOLF FOR VETS

OUR ANNUAL “GOLF FOR VETS”
TOURNAMENT WAS A HUGE SUCCESS

www.safebee.com

OBSERVE PATRIOT DAY - SEPTEMBER 11
On the direction of the President, the flag of the United States
of America should be displayed on the homes of Americans,
the White House and all United States government buildings
world-wide. The flag should be flown at half-staff as a mark
of respect to those who died on September 11, 2001. Many
people observe a moment of silence at 8:46 AM EDT. This
marks the time that the first plane flew into the World Trade
Center. Some communities, particularly in the areas directly
affected by the attacks, hold special church services or prayer
meetings. People who personally experienced the events
in 2001 or lost loved ones in them, may lay flowers or visit
memorials.

